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New Dollywood coaster,
attraction fi�t for all ages

Visitors don’t need to be Dolly Parton fans 
to enjoy Tennessee theme park. In Money

Biden: Congress needs
to act on deadly shootings

More must be done to stop gun violence and
prevent tragedies, president writes. In Opinion

Second
baseman
sets sights
on 2 records

Marlins’ Luis Arraez
chases .400 while trying
to earn batting titles in
each league in back-to-
back years. In Sports
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T
he northern lights, aka the aurora borealis, have been appearing more frequently in the

night sky over the United States recently. In late April, for example, a stunning aurora

display was seen as far south as Arkansas in the South and Arizona in the West. And a

more modest event occurred last week. h So why the uptick in aurora sightings? And is

this expected to continue?

Well, if you love the aurora,
you’re in luck, as it may be coming
to a sky near you more often over
the next few years thanks to the
“solar maximum,” which occurs in
2025. 

“There have been an increase in
aurora seen in general on Earth,”
Shannon Schmoll, the director of
the Abrams Planetarium at Michi-
gan State University told USA
TODAY. “The sun has been more ac-
tive, resulting in more solar storms
that cause solar fl�ares and coronal
mass ejections (CME). 

“The material released during
these solar fl�ares and CMEs interact
with the Earth’s magnetic fi�eld and
excite particles in our atmosphere
resulting in a beautiful light show in
our sky known as the aurora,” she
said. 

More northern lights
coming to a sky near you

The northern lights, rarely seen in Wisconsin, put on a spectacular display
April 23 near Pulaski, Wis. Aurora shows have been appearing more
frequently over the U.S. recently. PHOTOS BY SARAH KLOEPPING/USA TODAY NETWORK
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See AURORA, Page 3A

WASHINGTON – White House doc-
uments found at the homes of Donald
Trump, Mike Pence and Joe Biden
barely scratched the surface of prob-
lems the National Archives and Rec-
ords Administration faces in tracking
and storing presidential records for
posterity.

Government offi�cials sometimes
cart home documents, in a dispute
over what is public and what is per-
sonal. FBI agents seized 11,000 docu-
ments at Trump’s estate Mar-a-Lago
beyond the hundreds of classifi�ed rec-
ords.

Thanks to new apps, a growing por-
tion of records disappear as soon as
they’re read, like the mission instruc-
tions in a spy thriller.

And sorting through the fl�ood of
electronic records that become Na-
tional Archives property under the
Presidential Records Act is a massive
challenge.

The documents fl�owing into the ar-
chives have grown exponentially over
the years. Paper records peaked under
the Clinton administration, but the
volume of electronic records exploded
from 4 terabytes at that time to 250 te-
rabytes under the Trump administra-
tion. Each terabyte holds about 500
hours worth of movies, 17,000 hours of
music or nearly 86 million pages of
documents, according to Kelly Brown,
an IT professional at the University of
Oregon.

The fl�ood hasn’t crested. A White
House directive, which has already
been postponed a couple of times in
the last decade, aims to preserve all
federal records in electronic form by
June 2024.

The threat is that as documents be-
come inaccessible, it will create blind
spots in tracking what an administra-
tion did and why. Because of the vol-
ume, a signifi�cant portion of presiden-
tial records remain hidden in plain
sight as the National Archives copes
with a stagnant budget and the chal-
lenges of rapidly evolving technology.

Tracking
records of
presidents
troubling
Why they are becoming
‘dark archives’ of our past
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A letter from Debra Steidel Wall,
acting archivist of the United States,
to former President Donald Trump’s
legal team describes the documents
found at Mar-a-Lago in 2022.
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SAN FRANCISCO – The night Diana
Alves de Lima and her husband got into
a stand-off� with a self-driving car still
amuses her.

“It was 10:30 at night and we were
coming back from dinner,” she said. As
they drove up a hill, one of the city’s
more than 400 driverless cars came
downhill toward them.

Like many narrow San Francisco
streets, there was only room for one car
at a time to drive between the parked
cars on either side. Usually, the drivers
make eye contact and then someone
backs up or into a nearby driveway to let
the other pass.

The Cruise autonomous vehicle just
kept coming. Her husband got annoyed
and inched their car forward. The Cruise
stopped, then backed up 2 inches, then
stopped again.

After sitting
for several
minutes in a
parking space
along a street
in San
Francisco last
month, a
Waymo
self-driving car
with no one in
it backs up,
pulls into the
street and
drives off.
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Driverless cars ironing out wrinkles in SF 

“Hand signals ... and other communication between drivers

lose their effect when there’s nobody behind the wheel.”
Laura Chummers of San Francisco on the blind spots of self-driving cars
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See DRIVERLESS, Page 2A
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